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Abstract—We consider the downlink of a multiuser multiple-
input multiple-output (MU-MIMO) system, where each user feeds
back a partial channel state information (CSI), namely, the
quantized version of the dominant eigenvector of its channel
covariance matrix, to the base station (BS) for precoding. Specif-
ically, we propose a downlink multiuser precoding scheme by
first reconstructing the equivalent channel matrix of each user
via a limited feedback, and then by employing a precoder to
suppress the multiuser interference at the receivers. For the
single stream case, a signal-to-leakage-and-noise ratio (SLNR)
based precoding is employed, while for the full stream case
with limited feedback, we employ a lattice reduction aided block
diagonalization type precoding with suitable modifications at the
receiver side. Extensive numerical examples which are provided
using the 5G new radio (5G-NR) channel models demonstrate
that the proposed schemes outperform the existing eigenvector
based algorithms, and they are more robust against the downlink
channel estimation errors.

Index Terms—Multiuser MIMO, limited feedback, channel
reconstruction, SLNR, lattice reduction, 5G-NR.

I. INTRODUCTION

Knowledge of the channel state information (CSI) at a
base station (BS) plays an important role in achieving higher
throughputs in future cellular networks. In order for the BS to
obtain the downlink CSI, the users need to feed back their
downlink channel matrix (e.g., estimated through downlink
pilot training). This induces a huge amount of overhead to the
system, which in turn decreases the efficacy of CSI utilization.
To resolve this issue, limited feedback techniques are employed
for which either a quantized version of the channel coefficients
(or, a property of channel matrix such as the dominant eigenvec-
tor) or their corresponding indices from a predefined codebook
are fed back to the BS [1]. The BS then utilizes this information
to precode the data for downlink transmission.

In recent years, signal-to-leakage-and-noise ratio (SLNR)
metric has been widely utilized for precoder design where the
leakage is defined as the interference caused by the precoding
vector of each user at the other users’ receivers [7]. There are
also a few works that investigate the SLNR based precoding
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with limited feedback in cellular networks [2]–[5]. In [3], the
authors design a modified version of the Grassmannian code-
book for feeding back the channel coefficients in a multiuser
multiple-input multiple-output (MU-MIMO) system with single
antenna users. They show that, when combined with the SLNR
precoding, the new codebook outperforms the conventional
ones such as random vector quantization (RVQ). Utilizing the
lattice reduction (LR) technique [9] and employing a minimum
mean square error (MMSE) channel inversion, the authors
in [11] introduce an LR-aided block diagonalization (BD)
type precoding algorithm for the full stream transmission in
multiuser MIMO systems. This algorithm, which builds upon
the generalized MMSE channel inversion (GMI) precoding
algorithm [10], is called the LR-aided simplified GMI (LR-S-
GMI). In [2], the multiple-antenna users feed back the elements
of the upper triangular matrix after a QR decomposition of the
channel, and the quantization levels are designed based on the
statistical distribution of the elements of the channel matrix.
It is shown that this approach reduces the feedback overhead
while achieving almost the same performance as feeding back
the channel coefficients themselves.

In this paper, we assume that the multi-antenna users feed
back the dominant eigenvector (i.e., the eigenvector corre-
sponding to the largest eigenvalue) of the covariance matrix
of their channel to the BS using a Type-2 codebook in 5G
New Radio (5G-NR), and propose an algorithm to reconstruct
the equivalent channel matrices at the BS, which are used
in downlink precoding. We employ an SLNR maximizing
precoder for the single stream case. Also, for the full stream
case, we employ the LR-S-GMI algorithm with an inner MMSE
precoder, called LR-S-GMI-MMSE. We show that with some
suitable modifications at the receiver side, LR-S-GMI-MMSE
becomes highly promising for downlink precoding with limited
feedback.

There are multiuser precoding methods such as those based
on SLNR maximization, which assume the channel matrix
knowledge at the transmitter explicitly. There are also alter-
native methods such as the singular value distribution based
signature matrix inversion (SVD-SI) [12] and the successive
MMSE (S-MMSE) based method proposed in [13] which
process and transform the CSI feedback to obtain updated
precoding matrices, which can handle the multiuser interfer-
ence. The newly proposed algorithm in this paper brings a new
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perspective to precoding in MU-MIMO systems, where the CSI
feedback is first used to obtain an equivalent channel matrix
instead of directly being used for the precoder calculation. Once
the approximate channel matrix is obtained, existing precoding
methods such as SLNR based or LR-S-GMI-MMSE (along
with a modified receiver) can be applied to obtain the precoders.
In other words, the proposed algorithm decouples the precoder
selection task under limited feedback into two independent
blocks, namely, channel reconstruction with limited feedback
and precoder selection based on the equivalent channel matrix.
Hence, it is possible to generate different versions of the
proposed algorithm with our approach, bringing additional
flexibility and ensuring an efficient operation in terms of the
tradeoff between the feedback overhead and performance. Fi-
nally, we note that even though the proposed algorithm is tested
using 5G Type-2 codebook, it can be used for other legacy
or independent wireless communication systems involving a
certain form of CSI feedback.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
system model and a brief explanation of the limited feedback
process is presented in Section II. In Section III, the proposed
limited feedback precoding schemes are explained. The numer-
ical results are presented in Section IV. Finally, the paper is
concluded in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES

A. System Model

We consider a wideband multiuser MIMO system where a
BS with Nt antennas serves K users each with Nr antennas.
We assume that the users have perfect knowledge of their
downlink channel (e.g., through a downlink pilot training). The
users feed back a partial CSI for each subband, namely, the
dominant eigenvector of the covariance matrix of its downlink
channel to the BS. However, since feeding back the actual
dominant eigenvector is costly, each user first quantizes it using
a discrete Fourier transform (DFT) Type-2 codebook in 5G-
NR [6], and then feeds it back to the BS. Finally, having
the quantized eigenvectors of the covariance matrices of the
downlink channels, the BS sends data symbols to the users by
utilizing some precoding techniques.

The received signal yk,j ∈ CNr at the k-th user in the j-th
subcarrier is given by

yk,j = Hk,jPksk,j + Hk,j

K∑
i=1,i6=k

Pksi,j + nk,j , (1)

where Hk,j ∈ CNr×Nt is the channel matrix of the k-th user
in the j-th subcarrier, nk,j ∈ CNr is the circularly symmetric
complex Gaussian noise at the k-th user in the j-th subcarrier
with independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) entries of
zero mean and variance σ2

n, Pk ∈ CNt×rk is the precoding
matrix of the k-th user, and sk,j ∈ Crk is the desired data
vector of the k-th user in the j-th subcarrier where rk is the
number of data streams for the k-th user.

In the following, we explain how the quantized CSI feedback
to represent the dominant eigenvectors of the downlink channel

can be obtained using DFT Type-2 codebook in 5G-NR.

B. DFT Type-2 Structure in 5G-NR

In 5G-NR, two types of codebooks are defined for CSI feed-
back, namely, Type-1 and Type-2. In both of them, DFT beams,
which are constructed from an oversampled DFT matrix, are
used, but only one beam per stream is employed in Type-1
to represent the channel. In order to obtain a more accurate
representation, Type-2 codebook is utilized for MU-MIMO
operation [6].

In Type-2 codebooks, L beams (up to 4) are allowed to
represent the channel, which increases the resolution of the
fed-back CSI. The multiple beams are linearly combined with
respective amplitudes and phases chosen from a finite set of
values to construct the DFT Type-2 codebook elements, which
are used to estimate the dominant eigenvector of the covariance
matrix to be fed back to the BS.

Assuming a two-beam representation (L = 2), for simplicity,
a DFT Type-2 vector w can be written as follows:

w =
[
xT0 ,x

T
1

]T
,

x0 = b(0)ρ
(0)
0 ϕ

(0)
0 + b(1)ρ

(1)
0 ϕ

(1)
0 ,

x1 = b(0)ρ
(0)
1 ϕ

(0)
1 + b(1)ρ

(1)
1 ϕ

(1)
1 ,

(2)

where b(0) and b(1) are the DFT vectors orthogonal to each
other, and ρ

(j)
i ’s and ϕ

(j)
i ’s are the amplitude and phase

coefficients, respectively. Vector w can also be written as a
product of a matrix and a vector as

w = W1w2,

W1 =

[
b(0) b(1) 0 0
0 0 b(0) b(1)

]
,w2 =


ρ
(0)
0 ϕ

(0)
0

ρ
(1)
0 ϕ

(1)
0

ρ
(0)
1 ϕ

(0)
1

ρ
(1)
1 ϕ

(1)
1

 . (3)

The aim is then to find the best beams, i.e., the amplitude and
phase coefficients to represent the dominant eigenvector of the
covariance matrix of the channel, which will be presented in the
next section. Note that the 5G standard allows for CSI feedback
for the wideband (amplitude coefficients are calculated for the
entire transmission band, while the phase coefficients can be
fine tuned for each subband) and subband (amplitude and phase
coefficients can be fine tuned for each subband) modes. In this
study, subband amplitude and phase quantization is considered
to generate a CSI feedback for each subband to achieve a better
performance.

C. Quantization of the Dominant Eigenvector of the Channel

In order to quantize the dominant eigenvector, we utilize the
search method proposed in [6]. The method is based on first
finding the best DFT beams and then obtaining the respective
amplitude and phase combining coefficients. The steps of the
method are as follows (For simplicity, we drop the user index
k in this subsection.)

Step 1: Determine the best beams, i.e., those with the
strongest projection over the covariance matrix of the channel.
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Namely,

b∗(0) = argmax
b

bH(R11 + R22)b, (4)

where R =
∑
j HjHHj =

[
R11 R12

R21 R22

]
is the channel

covariance matrix, with Hj being the channel matrix for the
j-th subcarrier.

Step 2: The second beam b∗(1) is obtained using the same
maximization as in (4) over the beams orthogonal to b∗(0).

Step 3: The number of possible candiates for w2 in (3) makes
an exhaustive search infeasible. Hence, the quantized amplitude
and phase values for the selected beams need to be obtained
separately for each subband.

Step 3.1: We start by obtaining the unquantized subband
amplitude coefficients. This is achieved by finding the am-
plitude of the dominant eigenvector of W∗H

1 RsubW
∗
1 where

Rsub is constructed by only considering the channel matrix of
the subcarriers in the subband of interest. This procedure is
repeated for all the subbands.

Step 3.2: Next, we obtain the unquantized wideband ampli-
tudes by taking the linear average of the unquantized subband
amplitudes for each beam. After this, again for each beam, each
subband amplitude is compared with the wideband amplitude
to determine the value of the subband specific amplitude factor.
The 5G-NR standard allows for 2 subband specific amplitude
tuning values: {1, 1√

2
}.

Step 3.3: Next, the unquantized wideband amplitudes for the
selected beams are quantized. In the 5G standard, the strongest
beam has the quantized coefficient value of unity, and the
amplitude (and the phase) of the remaining beams are deter-
mined relatively to the strongest one. The standard allows for
8 wideband quantized amplitude values ρ = 1, 1√

2
, 12 , . . . ,

1
8 , 0.

After this operation, each quantized subband amplitude can
be obtained by multiplying the wideband quantized amplitude
obtained in Step 3.3 and the subband specific amplitude factor
obtained in Step 3.2.

Step 3.4: After finding the quantized amplitudes of each
subband for each beam, the quantized phase values can be
obtained by finding the closest quantized phase value to the
given unquantized phase (i.e., phase of the unquantized subband
coefficient). There can be N = 4 or 8 quantized phase values
according to the standard depending on the configuration, and
the quantized phase values are given as ϕ = ejφ, where
φ = 2πn

N with n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1.
Finally, the quantized dominant eigenvector is obtained as

w∗ = W∗
1w
∗
2 [6].

III. PROPOSED LIMITED FEEDBACK PRECODING SCHEMES

In this section, we propose an algorithm to approximate the
channel matrices using the fed-back dominant eigenvectors,
which are then utilized for downlink precoding to transmit data
to the users.

A. Approximate Channel Reconstruction
The BS can use the fed-back dominant eigenvector of each

user as its precoding vector; however, using this method,

multiuser interference cannot be suppressed well and the sys-
tem performance degrades. Therefore, unless the users are
physically isolated, these vectors need to be processed and
updated to deal with the interference. In order to ameliorate this
issue, we propose the idea of first reconstructing an equivalent
channel matrix for each user employing the available fed-back
eigenvector and then applying a multiuser precoding technique
on the reconstructed channels for interference suppression.

We define the equivalent channel matrix of the k-th user,
Hk, as a CNr×Nt matrix that satisfies HH

k Hk = Rk =∑
j HH

k,jHk,j (with the summation over the subcarriers), where
Rk is the channel covariance matrix of the k-th user. Using
SVD, we have

Hk = UkΣkV
H
k =

rank(H)∑
i=1

uk,iσk,iv
+
k,i (5)

where Σ is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the
singular values of Hk, and Uk and Vk contain the left and
right singular vectors of Hk, respectively. These are equivalent
to the eigenvectors of Rk, with uk,i and vk,i being the i-
th left and right singular vectors, respectively, and σk,i being
the i-th singular value of Hk. The equivalent channel matrices
are obtained using the known right singular vectors, and then
the precoding matrices are calculated by performing an SLNR-
based or LR-S-GMI-MMSE precoding algorithms.

B. Single Stream: SLNR-Based Precoding

After the approximate channel matrices are reconstructed,
existing precoding algorithms for multiuser MIMO systems
can be applied. Signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR)
is the most common metric in precoder design as it directly
determines the capacity and link-level packet error performance
of the users. However, in order to use the SINR metric, we
need to jointly design the precoding vectors of the users. This
often leads to non-convex optimization problems for which an
analytical solution cannot be obtained. One way to decouple the
precoder design problem is to use the SLNR metric proposed
in [7]. The leakage from the k-th user to the i-th one is the
interference power caused by the k-th user on the received
signal of the i-th user, i.e., ‖Hipk‖2. Based on this, the SLNR
metric of the k-th user is defined as the ratio of its desired signal
power to the power of total noise plus the sum of leakages to
the other users. For the single stream case (i.e., rk = 1), using
(1), we have

SLNRk =
‖Hkpk‖2

Nrσ2
n +

∑K
i=1,i6=k ‖Hipk‖2

, (6)

where pk is the precoding vector of the k-th user. Note that
SLNRk is only a function of the precoding vector of the k-th
user. The SLNR expression (6) can equivalently be written as

SLNRk =
‖Hkpk‖2

Nrσ2
n +

∥∥∥H̃kpk

∥∥∥2 , (7)
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where H̃k = [HT
1 . . .H

T
k−1 . . .H

T
k+1 . . .H

T
K ]T is an extended

channel matrix that only excludes Hk. Maximizing (7) over
pk subject to a unit-norm constraint (‖pk‖2 = 1), the SLNR
maximizing precoding vector of the k-th user is obtained as the
dominant eigenvector of (Nrσ2

i I + H̃H
k H̃k)

−1HH
k Hk [8].

We have carried out simulations and found out that the
SLNR-based precoding outperforms the existing algorithms
in the single stream case (see Section IV). However, based
on our extensive numerical results, we have observed that
the performance of an alternative precoding scheme is better
than that of the SLNR-based method for the full stream case
(rk = Nr), which is described in the following subsection.

C. Full Stream: LR-S-GMI

For the full stream case (i.e., rk = Nr), we propose to
employ the LR-S-GMI algorithm with an inner MMSE pre-
coding, called LR-S-GMI-MMSE, which has shown superior
performance compared to other multiuser full stream algorithms
[11]. In the following, we first describe the process of the LR-
S-GMI-MMSE precoding algorithm, and then we modify the
receiver side to be able to utilize LR-S-GMI-MMSE for the
downlink precoding with limited feedback.

Let the combined channel and precoding matrices be
H =

[
HT

1 HT
2 . . . HT

K

]T ∈ CKNr×Nt and P =[
P1 P2 . . . PK

]
∈ CNt×KNr , respectively. In the LR-S-

GMI-MMSE algorithm, the precoding matrix is obtained in two
steps as in the BD-type precoding algorithms. Therefore, the
precoding matrix of k-th user can be expressed as Pk = Pa

kP
b
k,

where Pa
k ∈ CNt×Nt and Pb

k ∈ CNt×Nr .
At the first step, Pa

k is obtained by a channel inversion and
K QR decompositions as follows. First, an MMSE channel
inversion is applied to the combined channel matrix, i.e.,

H+
mse = HH(HHH + αI)−1

= [H1,mse, . . . HK,mse],
(8)

where Hk,mse ∈ CNt×Nr is the sub-matrix of H+
mse and

α =
KNrσ

2
n

ξ is the regularization factor with ξ being the
average transmit power. The first precoding matrix of the k-
th user is then Pa

k = Qk,mse where Qk,mse is obtained by the
QR decomposition of Hk,mse, i.e., Hk,mse = Qk,mseRk,mse.
Hence, the first combined precoding matrix can be expressed
as Pa = [Pa

1 ,P
a
2 , . . .P

a
K ].

In the second step, the MU-MIMO channel can be trans-
formed into parallel or approximately parallel single user
MIMO (SU-MIMO) channels as follows

Heffk = HkP
a
k, (9)

where Heffk is the effective channel matrix of the k-th user.
Lenstra–Lenstra–Lovász (LLL) lattice basis reduction algo-

rithm is the most common LR method, which provides a short,
nearly orthogonal basis in polynomial time. Before obtaining
the second precoding matrix (Pb

k), a complex version of LLL
algorithm [14] is applied to the effective channel matrix to

obtain the LLL-transformed effective channel matrix as follows

H̃effk
= TkHeffk

, (10)

where HT
effi = [Heffi ,

√
αINi

]T and Tk is the LLL transform
matrix, which is a unimodular matrix with complex integer en-
tries and det (Tk) = 1. Employing the inner MMSE precoding,
the second precoding matrix of the k-th user is calculated as

P̃b
k = AkH̃

H

effk
(H̃effk

H̃
H

effk
)−1, (11)

where Ak = [IM 0M×Nr
]. The combined second precoding

matrix Pb is

Pb = diag{P̃b
1, P̃

b
2, . . . , P̃

b
K}, (12)

where diag{P̃b
1, P̃

b
2, . . . , P̃

b
K} is a block diagonal matrix with

the matrices P̃b
k on its main diagonal. The overall precoding

matrix is obtained as P = PaPb.
Based on (1), the received signal of the k-th user yk consists

of the desired signal HkPksk and the multiuser interference
plus noise. If there is perfect CSI at the transmitter HkPk

reduces to T−1k . Therefore, possible desired signal points can be
obtained by T−1k sk. In order to perform a maximum likelihood
(ML) type detection, the received signal yk can be quantized to
the nearest possible signal point s̃k. Since the receiver has the
CSI knowledge (hence it can calculate Tk), the final estimated
symbols can be obtained by inverting the LLL transform, i.e.,
through ŝk = Tks̃k.

Since the lattice reduced matrix Pb has near orthogonal
columns, the required transmit power is reduced and a better
BER performance can be obtained compared to other BD-type
algorithms such as the regularized BD (RBD) [11]. This has
motivated us to employ the LR-S-GMI-MMSE algorithm in the
limited feedback setup. However, the perfect CSI is not known
at the BS for our case, hence we need to modify the receiver
side to be able to employ the LR-S-GMI-MMSE algorithm. To
accomplish this, we replace the combined channel matrix H
with the estimated reconstructed channel (see Section III.A).
Then, we apply the LR-S-GMI-MMSE algorithm to the re-
constructed channel and obtain the LR-aided precoding matrix.
Clearly, since the precoding matrix is obtained using only an
approximate channel knowledge, HkPk does not reduce to
T−1k as in the perfect CSI case. Hence, in order to apply an ML-
type detection, we propose that after quantizing the received
signal yk to the nearest possible signal points s̃k, the final
estimated symbols (ŝk) are obtained as ŝk = (HkPk)

−1s̃k.
A pseudo-code of the proposed precoding scheme is given in
Algorithm 1.

D. Complexity Analysis

A complexity analysis for the proposed and reference pre-
coding methods at the BS is presented in this subsection. Since
the feedback part is common for both our proposed method
and the methods we use for comparison, which are SVD-SI
[12] and S-MMSE based method proposed in [13], the main
comparison is on the applied precoding methods at the BS. In
what follows, we present a per layer complexity analysis for
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Algorithm 1 Proposed Limited Feedback Precoding Algorithm
1: for user k = 1, 2, . . . ,K do
2: Uk = INr ,
3: σk,i = 1, vk,i = w∗i for i = 1,. . . , rk
4: Obtain the equivalent channel matrix Hk using (5)
5: end for
6: H̄ =

[
H1 H2 . . . HK

]
7: Apply precoding methods on H̄ to obtain Pk’ s

all these methods.
For our proposed method, the main operations are channel re-

construction and SLNR precoding. The channel reconstruction
is only a matrix multiplication with complexity of O(NrNt).
Complexity of the SLNR precoding is given as O(N3

t ) in
[7], which dominates the complexity of our method. Since
there are K users, overall complexity of our algorithm with
a straightforward implementation is O(KN3

t ).
For the S-MMSE based method in [13], the precoder of

each user is determined by Eq. (6), where the dominant part in
complexity is calculation of the inverse of an Nt ×Nt matrix,
which is O(N3

t ). Therefore, the overall complexity of the S-
MMSE based method is also O(KN3

t ). For the SVD-SI, all
users’ precoders are obtained as described in [12], where a
complexity of O(K2Nt) is required for the matrix multipli-
cation and O(K3) for the matrix inversion. Since K < Nt,
the complexity of SVD-SI is O(K2Nt). Therefore, it can be
concluded that the complexity of the proposed algorithm and
the S-MMSE based method in [13] are similar, while that of
the SVD-SI based method is lower.

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We now compare the performance of the proposed algorithm
with those of the SVD-SI algorithm in [12] and the algorithm
proposed in [13] based on the S-MMSE method. We assume
that the transmitted symbols are chosen randomly and endently
from a quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) constellation and
that the users perform an MMSE equalization. The simulation
parameters are chosen according to the 5G-NR standard. We
consider a single cell network with K = 4 users (each
equipped with Nr = 2 antennas). We consider the cluster
delay line-B (CDL-B) [15] as the channel model and cyclic-
prefix orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (CP-OFDM)
with 30 kHz subcarrier spacing as the waveform. We also
assume that the users transmit the dominant eigenvectors of
the covariance matrix of each subband by using a DFT Type-
2 codebook of 5G-NR with parameters (N1, N2, O1, O2) [15]
with L = 3, where N1 and N2 are the numbers of cross
polar antenna columns and rows of the 2D antenna array of
the BS, respectively, and O1 and O2 are the oversampling
factors of the DFT codebook for each dimension. Note that,
considering polarization, the number of antenna ports at the
BS is Nt = 2N1N2. Channel coding is employed using a rate
3/4 low-density parity-check (LDPC) code of blocklength 4800
for the single stream case, and an LDPC code of length 9152
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Fig. 2. BER results for the full stream case with (4, 2, 4, 4) DFT Type-2
codebook.

and rate 0.1923 taken from the 5G-NR standard [16] for the
full stream case.

The bit error rate (BER) results of the single stream case
for the (2, 2, 4, 4) and (4, 2, 4, 4) DFT Type-2 codebook and
the CDL-B channel for a delay spread (DS) value of 30 ns
are presented in Fig. 1. We have also provided the perfect CSI
results as a benchmark, in which it is assumed that the BS has
the perfect knowledge of the users’ channel matrices. As can
be seen from Fig. 1, the proposed algorithm outperforms the
S-MMSE based method in [13] by 2.5 dB and SVD-SI in [12]
by about 3 dB at a bit error rate of 10−3 in the (2, 2, 4, 4)
DFT Type-2 configuration. In the (4, 2, 4, 4) configuration, the
proposed algorithm is superior to the S-MMSE based method
by 0.4 dB and to the SVD-SI by 0.8 dB. In addition, increasing
the number of BS antennas from 8 to 16 considerably improves
the BER performance.

We also present the BER results for the full stream case with
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Fig. 3. BER results for the case of channel estimation errors with (4, 2, 4, 4)
DFT Type-2 codebook and delay spread of 30 ns

the (4, 2, 4, 4) DFT Type-2 codebook in Fig. 2. The proposed
algorithm outperforms the S-MMSE based method by about
1.5 dB and 3.5 dB, and the SVD-SI based method about 3.5
dB and 8.5 dB for the delay spread values of 30 ns and 300
ns, respectively. Comparing the results in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2,
we observe that while the data rate increases by increasing the
number of data streams (from single stream to full stream),
the BER performance worsens for all algorithms (i.e., there
is a rate-error tradeoff). Also, the performance degrades with
increasing the delay spread as expected.

In Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, we assume that the users have perfect
knowledge of their downlink channels. However, in practice,
channel estimation errors occur, which degrades the system
performance. We also consider this scenario by modelling the
channel estimates at the users as H

′

i = Hi + Γi, where Γi
denotes the error matrix with i.i.d. zero mean complex Gaussian
elements with variance σ2

c . We use H
′

i instead of Hi to obtain
the feedback, and keep the rest of the precoding procedure the
same. We consider a case with DS of 30 ns, and DFT Type-
2 configuration with (4, 2, 4, 4). Fig. 3 demonstrates that the
proposed algorithm is more robust to the channel estimation
errors as the performance gain with respect to the S-MMSE
based method (we use it for comparison as the performance
of the SVD-SI method is worse) is 0.4 dB for the case of no
estimation errors, 1.25 dB for σ2

c = 0.05 and 3 dB for σ2
c = 0.1.

A possible reason of this observation could be that the increased
quantization error in the fed-back dominant eigenvector due to
the channel estimation errors degrades the performance of the
S-MMSE based method more since it directly depends on the
fed-back dominant eigenvector.

V. CONCLUSION

We have considered the problem of multiuser precoding
with limited feedback, assuming that the BS has access to
only the dominant eigenvector of the covariance matrix of

each user’s channel. We have proposed an algorithm which
first reconstructs the approximate channel matrices using the
limited feedback, and then, performs downlink precoding. An
SLNR maximization based precoding is employed for the single
stream case, while a modified version of the LR-S-GMI-MMSE
algorithm is used for the full stream case. For analysis, we
have considered a realistic setup with DFT Type-2 structure
and CDL-B channel model defined in the 5G-NR standard.
Extensive simulation results illustrate the superiority of the pro-
posed algorithm over the existing eigenvector based precoders
such as the SVD-SI and the S-MMSE-based method in both
single stream and full stream scenarios, and its robustness to
the downlink channel estimation errors.
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